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Non-finiteness results for Nil-groups

JOACHIM GRUNEWALD

Generalizing an idea of Farrell we prove that for a ring ƒ and a ring automorphism
˛ of finite order the groups Nil0.ƒI˛/ and all of its p–primary subgroups are either
trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian group. We also prove that if ˇ and  are
ring automorphisms such that ˇ ı  is of finite order then Nil0.ƒIƒˇ; ƒ / and all
of its p–primary subgroups are either trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian
group. These Nil-groups include the Nil-groups appearing in the decomposition of
Ki of virtually cyclic groups for i � 1 .

18F25; 19B28, 19D35

1 Introduction

Let ƒ be a unital ring and ˛ a ring automorphism. Farrell defined in his PhD thesis [2]
twisted Nil-groups, Nili.ƒI˛/ for i 2 N. We denote the twisted polynomial ring by
ƒ˛ Œt �. The Nil-group Nili.ƒI˛/ is the kernel of the map �W KiC1.ƒ˛ Œt �/!KiC1.ƒ/

which is induced by the augmentation map. Farrell–Hsiang [4] and Grayson [6] gener-
alized the fundamental lemma of algebraic K–theory to twisted Laurent polynomial
rings. They proved the exactness of the following sequence, relating the K–theory of
the twisted Laurent polynomial ring ƒ˛ Œt; t�1� to the K–theory of ƒ:

� � � // KiC1.ƒ/
1�˛� // KiC1.ƒ/ //

KiC1.ƒ˛ Œt; t
�1�/=

�
Nili.ƒ; ˛/˚Nili.ƒ; ˛�1/

�
// Ki.ƒ/ // � � � :

Let A, B and C be rings and let ˛W C !A and ˇW C ! B be inclusions which are
pure and free (for a definition of pure and free see Waldhausen [10]). Let R be the
push-out of the diagram

C
˛ //

ˇ

��

A

B

in the category of rings. Waldhausen proved that there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence
for algebraic K–theory, which is exact up to Nil-groups Nili.C IA0;B0/, where A0 is
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defined to be the C –bimodule such that AD ˛.C /˚A0 and B0 is defined similarly
[10; 11]. More precisely he proved that the following sequence is exact:

� � � // KiC1.C / // KiC1.A/˚KiC1.B/ //

KiC1.R/=Nili
�
C IA0;B0

�
// Ki.C / // � � � :

In the article at hand we use an idea which goes back to Farrell [3] to prove that
Nil-groups and its p–primary subgroups have the mysterious property of being either
trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian group. For a ring automorphism ˛W ƒ!ƒ

we denote the ƒ–bimodule ƒ with ƒ–action from the left via the identity and from
the right via ˛ by ƒ˛ . For an abelian group G and a prime p , define

Gp D fx 2G W pnx D 0 for some n� 0g:

Gp is called the p–primary subgroup of G .

Theorem 1.1 Let ƒ be a ring, p a prime and ˛ a ring automorphism of finite order.
The groups Nil0.ƒI˛/ and Nil0.ƒI˛/p are either trivial or not finitely generated as an
abelian group. If ˇ and  are ring automorphisms such that ˇ ı is of finite order then
Nil0.ƒIƒˇ; ƒ / and Nil0.ƒIƒˇ; ƒ /p are either trivial or not finitely generated as
an abelian group.

The non-finiteness of Nil0.ƒI˛/ for ˛ D id was already known [3] and the non-
finiteness of Nil0.ZGI˛/ for a finite group G was independently proven by Ramos [9].

For topology the K–theory of group rings is of special importance and the Farrell-Jones
conjecture, which is known to be true for a large class of groups, predicts that the
building blocks of the K–theory of a group ring is the K–theory of virtually cyclic
groups. There are two types of infinite virtually cyclic groups:

(i) the semidirect product G Ì Z of a finite group G and the infinite cyclic group;

(ii) the amalgamated product G1 �H G2 of two finite groups G1 and G2 over a
subgroup H such that ŒG1 WH �D 2D ŒG2 WH �;

If one decomposes the K–theory of infinite virtually cyclic groups the Nil-groups of
finite groups appear. Since for a finite group all automorphisms are of finite order we
obtain the following corollary about Nil-groups of finite groups.

Corollary 1.2 Let R be a ring, G a finite group, p a prime and ˛ and ˇ group
automorphisms. The groups Nili.RGI˛/, Nili.RGI˛/p , Nili.RGIRG˛;RGˇ/ and
Nili.RGIRG˛;RGˇ/p are either trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian group
for i � 0.
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For RD Z the considered Nil-groups are known to vanish for i � �2 (see Farrell and
Jones [5]) and are known to be n–torsion for an arbitrary group of finite order n (see
Kuku and Tang [8]).

2 Non-finiteness results for Nil-groups

In the following ƒ will always be a unital ring and ˛ a ring automorphism of finite
order n, that is, ˛n D id.

For m 2 N we have canonical inclusion maps

�mW ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�!ƒ˛ Œt �:

Those maps induce transfer and induction maps

�m
� W K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/!K1.ƒ˛ Œt �/

��mW K1.ƒ˛ Œt �/!K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/:

Since Nil0.ƒI˛/D Nil0.ƒI˛nmC1/ we have an embedding

�0W Nil0.ƒI˛/ ,!K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/:

The proof of the non-finiteness result is based on the following diagram:

Nil0.ƒI˛/
�0 // K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/

�m
�

��
Nil0.ƒI˛/

� // K1.ƒ˛ Œt �/

��m
��

K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/:

The idea is to choose, for a finitely generated Nil-group, m such that ��m�
m
� �
0 is a

monomorphism (Lemma 2.1) and trivial (Proposition 2.3). Thus every finitely generated
Nil-group is trivial.

Lemma 2.1 Let G be a finitely generated subgroup of K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/. For
every K 2 N there is an m�K such that ��m�

m
� is a monomorphism on G .

Proof Let T be the exponent of the torsion subgroup of G and let F be the rank
of a maximal torsion free subgroup. Choose ` 2 N such that ` � T � K . For x 2
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K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/ we have

��`�T �
`�T
� .x/D

n�`�TX
iD0

˛i
�.x/D xC ` �T

nX
iD1

˛i
�.x/

where ˛�W K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/!K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/ is the map which is induced
by the ring automorphism on ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1� which sends an element

P
ri t

i to the
element

P
˛.ri/t

i . The automorphism ˛� restricts to an automorphism of A WD

[n
iD1

˛i.ZF / where ZF is a maximal torsion free subgroup of G . The map ˛�jA is
conjugate to a diagonal matrix, that is,

g˛�jAg�1
D

0B@ �1 : : :

�r

1CA
where g 2GLr .C/ and �1; : : : ; �r 2 C are nth roots of unity. We can find k 2N such
that

Pk�`�T
iD1 �i

j ¤ �1 for all j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. One verifies easily that ��
k�`�T

�k�`�T
� .x/

is a monomorphism.

Lemma 2.2 The image of �0 is mapped into the image of � by every �m
� .

Proof The result follows since the diagram

K1.ƒ˛nmC1 ŒtnmC1�/
� //

�m
�

��

K1.ƒ/

id
��

K1.ƒ˛ Œt �/
� // K1.ƒ/

commutes. We denote the maps which are induced by the augmentation map by � .

Proposition 2.3 For every x 2 Nil0.ƒI˛/, there exists an integer K.x/ such that
��m.x/D 0 for all integers m�K.x/.

For the proof of Proposition 2.3 we need the following lemma. We denote by GLn.ƒ/

the group of invertible n� n matrices, by GL.ƒ/ the colimit over GLn.ƒ/ and by
E.ƒ˛ Œt �/ the subgroup of GL.ƒ˛ Œt �/ generated by all elementary matrices. For a matrix
N we denote by ˛.N / the matrix obtained for N by applying ˛ to each component.

Lemma 2.4 Every matrix B 2 GL.ƒ˛ Œt �/ can be reduced, modulo GL.ƒ/ and
E.ƒ˛ Œt �/, to a matrix of the from 1CN t , where

MY
jD0

˛�j .N /D 0
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for some M 2 N.

Proof We have
B D B0CB1t C :::CBntn

with Bi 2Matm.ƒ/. In GL.ƒ˛ Œt �/ we have

B D

�
B 0

0 id

�
:

Modulo E.ƒ˛ Œt �/ we have:�
B 0

0 id

�
D

�
B Bntn

0 id

�
D

�
B �Bntn Bntn

�t id

�
:

This implies by induction that

B D zB0C
zB1t:

Since B 2 GLk.ƒ˛ Œt �/ there exists B�1 with

B�1
D C0CC1t C :::CCmtm:

where Ci 2Matk.ƒ/. We have

1D BB�1
D B0C0CB1tC0C :::CB1tCmtm:

Thus B0C0 D 1 and therefore B D 1CN t module GL.ƒ/. Let L D L0CL1t C

:::CLmtm be the inverse of .1CN t/. We have

1D .1CN t/.L0CL1t C :::CLmtm/

DL0CN tL0CL1t CN tL1t C :::CLmtm
CN tLmtm

DL0C

m�1X
iD0

.N˛�1.Li/CLiC1/t
iC1
CN˛�1.Lm/t

mC1

This implies the following identities:

L0 D 1

N˛�1.L0/CL1 D 0
:::

N˛�1.Li/CLiC1 D 0
:::

N˛�1.Lm�1/CLm D 0

N˛�1.Lm/D 0:
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Thus
m�1Y
jD0

˛�j .N /D 0:

Proof of Proposition 2.3 By Lemma 2.4 we have

x D 1CN t

with
MY

iD0

˛�i.N /D 0:

The element �m
� .x/ is represented by the matrix0BBBBBB@

id ˛�nm.N /tnmC1

N id

˛�1.N /
: : :

: : : id
˛�nmC1.N / id

1CCCCCCA :

Thus �m
� .x/ is also represented by the following matrix:0BBBBBBBBBB@

idC.�1/nm
�Qnm

iD0 ˛
�i.N /

�
tnmC1 � � � .�1/nm�j

�Qnm
iDj ˛

�i.N /
�
tnmC1 � � � ˛�nm.N /tnmC1

id

: : :

: : :

id

1CCCCCCCCCCA
This implies that for m such that n �m�M we have �m

� .x/D 0.

Theorem 2.5 Let ƒ be a ring, p a prime and ˛ a ring automorphism of finite order.
The groups Nil0.ƒI˛/ and Nil0.ƒI˛/p are either trivial or not finitely generated as an
abelian group.

Proof Assume Nil0.ƒI˛/ to be a finitely generated abelian group. By Lemma 2.2
and Proposition 2.3 we can find K such that ��m�

m
� �
0.x/D 0 for all x 2Nil.ƒI˛/ and

m�K . By Lemma 2.1 we can find an m�K such that ��m�
m
� �
0 is a monomorphism.

Thus Nil0.ƒI˛/ is the trivial group. The proof for Nil.ƒI˛/p goes in exactly the
same way.
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Corollary 2.6 Let ƒ be a ring, p be a prime and ˛ and ˇ be ring automorphisms
such that ˛ ıˇ is of finite order. The groups Nil0.ƒIƒ˛; ƒˇ/ and Nil0.ƒIƒ˛; ƒˇ/p
are either trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian group.

Proof It is a result of Kuku and Tang [8] that Nil0.ƒIƒ˛; ƒˇ/ can also be described
as a Nil-group of type Nil0.ƒ�ƒI  / where  is the ring automorphism defined by

 W .a; b/ 7!
�
ˇ.b/; ˛.a/

�
:

Corollary 2.7 Let R be a ring, G a finite group, p a prime and ˛ and ˇ group
automorphisms. The groups Nili.RGI˛/, Nili.RGI˛/p , Nili.RGIRG˛;RGˇ/ and
Nili.RGIRG˛;RGˇ/p are either trivial or not finitely generated as an abelian group
for i � 0.

Proof Using the suspension ring construction as explained by Bartels and Lück [1]
and by the author [7], one gets that the considered Nil-groups are covered by Theorem
2.5 and Corollary 2.6.
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